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The Plague in China. the property of a Chinaman who is a member of Physicians have discovered, so they testify, that the 
J. A. Davis, D.D., formerly missionary of the Re· the Board of Health was attacked and destroyed. bacillus of the plague differs from all others thus far 

formed (Dutch) Church in China, writes as follows in Fortunately the government was watchful and fear- found in the human blood, and resembles closely what 
the Independent: less. Riots were speedily put down, and ringleaders has been discovered in the blood of animals. Animals 

The disease causing such fatality and consternation severely punished. inoculated with plague virus developed the disease, 
in China is neither new nor unknown. Several centu- How many have already fallen victimR in Canton showing its various symptoms, and died. Medical men 
ries ago it is said to have swept over and almost de- and H ong Kong cannot be told. They must be counted are experimenting with bactericides, hoping to dis
populated that empire. Occasionally since it has visit- by thousands; and the number of daiJy victims is rap- cover one that will destroy the deadly plague bacilli 
ed that country, but with far less dreadful results. Its idly increasing, though multitudes of nat.ives as well before they have become masterR of the human body. 
",ymptoms are almost identical with those of the Black as foreigners have fled from the stricken cities. The Such a discovery, while it might save millions, would 
Death that robbed Europe, during the seventeenth plague, no longer confined to Canton and Hong Kong, I remove from hundreds of millions more of terrified 
century, of twenty-five millions of people and destroy- is spreading eastward, northward, westward; and no humanity the awful dread that is now almoRt paralyz
ed one·sixth of the population of the city of London. human being can say where or when it wilJ reach its ing them. 

Though the present visitation in China seems sud- bounds. Foreigners are using their limited powers to The time between contact with and the development 
den, the plague has really been at work in the extreme stop its progress, but in vain. With slow but invinci- of this disease is from twenty-four hours to eight days. 
southwestern part of the empire for more than fifteen ble step it marches on. Though the usual period of incubation is two or three 
years. Occasionally it appeared somewhat epidemic, The symptoms of the disease, in its malignant form, days, when the plague assumes its malignant charac
but not until a few months,ago did it assume its present are a chill, followed by a sudden and very high fever. ter, it develops within twenty-four hours. 
malignant character. It seems to have been slowly The temperature rises above 1050 Fah., and remains • •••• 
gathering strength for future conquest. At the begin- high to the end. Headache accompanies the fever, Cem.ent Water · ... anks. 

ning of the year it first made its appearance in Canton. and is followed speedily by stupor that grows more and In the Chemical News Dr. T. L. Phipson gives an 
Even the British colony of Hong Kong, with its well more deep until death ensues. Usually within twenty, account of an extraordinary sample of water he had 

governed and guarded city of Victoria, seemed indif- often within t welve hours after the chill a glandul:tr received for analysis. A gentleman in the country 
ferent for a time to the danger threatening. Possibly swelling appears, and increases rapidly until it becomes sent him about four quarts of what he termed" drink
it was thought that a paltry hundred miles of separa- as large as a hen's egg. It is hard, yet, very tender, ing water from a new reservoir." The sample was 
tion, though there was constant communication be- but thus far has not, as in the plague of the seven- colorless, bright, and clear, had no deposit and no 
tween the t wo cities, would be a protection. Perhaps teenth century, shown a tendency to suppurate or odor; but it had a distinctly bitter taste and a n  alka
they trusted to their insular position, or supposed that even break. The swelling is occasionally on the neck, line reaction. It turned red litmus paper blue in an 
the plague sought its victims among the dirty and oftener under the arm, usually in the groin. In many instant. This water, he was informerl, was good for 
filthy alone. If this last was their hope, they forgot 

I
I cases there appear under the skin, in the latter stage nothing. It was impossible to drink it; it cooked 

the Chinese quarter of the city. Early in May there of the disoase, black spots; these remain after death. vegetables badly-depriving them of their color; and 
was a rumor that a Chinaman had been stricken with They gave the llame of Black Death to the disease of when used for washing, it attacked the hands. It be
the plague in the Island City. That rumor was speed- former centuries. There is besides this very little erup- came milky when a current of carbonic acid was passed 
ily duplicated; then both were verified. The awful tion of the skin. The appearance of the black spots into it; and it contained a considerable amount of 
plague had entered the native quarter and found a is regarded a sure token of the nea:rness of death. caustic lime-yielding to analysis exactly 100 grains of 
breeding place. The authorities were alert and acted That usually comes within forty-eight hours after the lime to the imperial gallon; but in other respects it 
swiftly and with decision. A careful inspection was chill, though some patients linger three and four days. was not rich in saline or organic matter. Having fol
made of houses in the infected districts; every patient If they survive beyond the fifth day, there is great lowed up the subject, Dr. Phipson learned that no water 
was hurried off to a hospital or the pest ship Hygeia; probability of recovery. was supplied to the house, and there was no well. The 
a strict quarantine maintained, and the bodies of the Of course it is believed that the plague is contagious, rain water which fell upon the roof was collected, and 
victims buried in quicklime. These decisive measures though many facts can be given to prove that it is not; conducted by an:iron pipe into a subterranean reservoir 
aroused the Chinese. They were indignant that their perhaps more to prove that it is. Certainly foreigners, supplied with a pump. This reservoir had been lined 
houses were searched, angry at the quarantine, en- especially physicians, move about in the plague dis- with hydraulic cement, which was probably of bad 
raged that the helpless sufferers were torn from their tricts without taking the disease. Nor has it shown quality, and yielded up {laustic lime, sulphate of lime, 
homes, aud furious that the bodies of the victims were much tendency to invade cleanly portions of the towns and other salts in smaller amounts, and of less import
buried beyond all hope of removal later. The quick- where it has found a home. Foreign physicians are ance to the water. Dr. Phipson thinks the results 
lime, of course, speedily dissolved bones and flesh, carefully studying it, and learning that the plague to- point to the importance of such cements being submit
leaving nothing for removal to the ancestral burying day is identical with that of two centuries ago. Its ted to very careful chemical examination before being 
ground. This excitement increased until riots were hiding place is in the dirt; its breeding place in filth. used for reservoirs destined for the storage of water for 
aroused. Inspectors were assaulted and beaten, and 

I 
Purity is its foe, and cleanliness starves it to death. domestic purposes. 

RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. lUechantcal. I ing openings for the passage of the material to be 
Enl1;ineerlng. GRINDING WHEEL -Fred W Beck- clamped, a lock carried by one frame being adapted for 

ert, Ottumwa, Iowa. This i�ventor has d�vised an engagement with the opposing frame. 
FEED WATER HEATER.-William L. emery or corundum wheel in which the water is fed BUCKLE.-George M. Aylsworth, Col-

Harvey, Stanberry, Mo. According to this invention a through channels from the center to the circumference lingwood, Canad�. TJ?S is an improve?,ent on a for
tube in the fire box has one end connected with the lower of the wheel, whereby it is more evenly distributed over merly patented mventIOn of the same mventor, adapt-
part of the boiler and, its other end with the water_sup- the surface, and glazing and irregular wear prevented. ing the buckle for an attachment upon harness or 
ply, a branch pipe being in communication with the np- other straps and avoiding the nece�sity of sewing or 
per part of the boiler to permit a circulation of the FLEXIBLE PIPE JOINT. -Alhert J. Sar- riveting the buckle ham" in place on a part of the strap water in the tube when the water supply is cut off. The gent, Wilkinsburg, Pa. To produce a limited flexing that is supplied with the improvement. The construc. construction is extremely simple and durable, and de· movement in a joint, and still afford a continuous pass- tion is such that the buckle may be cheaply produced. signed to quickly heat the incoming feed water while pro- age of ample dimensions through a line of pipe having NEEDLE CASE. -J ames J. Morrison, moting a rapid circulation of the water when the feed is many such joints, is the object of this inventor. Com-
cut off. bined with two tubular joint sections having incurved New York City. This is a cheap and simple article 

PROPELLER. _ Danl' el H. W elch and segmental ends is a round bodied and transversely per- adapted to hold a quantity of n
thrn
eedles,. and
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. , in use it may be conveniently st mto t e ore 0 
I A . 0 Th" t" forated plug with reduced threaded extensions, on which the common thread spool, where it will be retained in James L. LOV� I, storla, regon. 18 mven Ion IS an plug the joint sections are fitted, there being two clamp-inprovement m propellers whose blades are made sel"':- ing cap pieces and compression nuts on the threaded ex- place by friction. The case is preferably longer than the 

rate from each other and secured to a hub by d?vetall: tensions of the plug. spool, its protruding end faCilitating the removal of 
ribs and sockets. The shaft has a tapered portIOn on the case from the spool. 
which the hub fits with dovetail seats, the propeller 

Miscellaneous. 
BLACKBOARD.-William T. Slaughter, 

blades having base portions with tapered seats fitted to Greenville, S. C. In this article, in addition to the those of the hub, while a w3.8her fitted on the shaft bears REVOLVING COAl, SCREEN. _ George ordinary stationary faroe, a chart may be employed, to against the rear ends of the base portions of the blades, W. Cross, Pittston, Pa. An open-ended frame having be wound upon either of two rollers, out of sight at the there being devices wher�by the washer is pres�ed agai?st an outer screening surface, according to this invention, back of the board, the arrangement being such also that 
the blades and the hub tightened on the tapermgportlOn 

I carries conical inner screens, a chute projecting into both sides of the chart maybe utilized, and any desired 
of the shaft. 

I the contracted end of the innermost screen. The subject upon it be brought to view at the front of the 
coal screened is divided into sizes, the stove or nut board and there held. 

Electrical. 

a single orange or other piece of frnit, to facilitate the 
eating thereof with a spoon. The invention relates more 
directly to that form of holder in which a cup is mounted 
on a suitable base and provided with spurs or prongs 
which engage with and hold the half of an orange while 
one is nsing the spoon 

TRUCK. - Frederick Peter, Anna, Ill. 
This inventor has devised an improvement in hand 
trncks with a single wheel, the construction being ex
tremely simple and inexpensive, and the truck being 
adapted for use as a barrow, a sled, a table, or a steplad
der, the changes from one form of use to another being 
readily and conveniently made. 

CLAMP. - Andrew J. Courtney, Pine 
Ridge, cal. This is a device for bundling and maintain
ing in bundled form timber of any description, whereby 
it may be,handled more quickly and economically than 
when each piece of timber is separate. The clamp proper 
comprises two sections, in connection with which a lever 
is employed. It is very simple, inexpensive and easily 
manipulated by unskilled Jabor, 

RAKE.-Charles C. Quigley, Havana, 
N. Y. This is an improvement in garden and lawn 
rakes, combining in one implement a rake which may 
also be employed for removing leaves or other foreign 
matter from a lawn. The handle may be shifted to use 
the rake upon either side, and the construction is very 
simple and inexpensive. 

MOTOR REGULATOR.-Joseph F. Shea
han, New York City. An improved mechanism for regu
lating the speed of motors used in operating organ bel
lows has been devised by this inventor. A single rheo
stat is arranged in the motor circuit, with an automati
cally operated weighted rheostat arm, there being a pull
knob operatively connected with the arm to raise it 
against the weight and render it operative by hand 3.8 
well as automatically. The invention does away with a 
second rheostat and provides a very simple means by 
which the motor regulating the rheostat may be ope
rated from the organ loft or any convenient place. 

coal being delivered near the elevated receiving end, DOOR HANGER.-Theodore C. Prouty, 
while the pea coal and screenings are delivered at the St Joseph, Mich. This improvement relates to hangers 
l ower end, the invention also providing convenient and tracks for sliding doors, providing a ball bearing MOLE TRAP. - William A, Reddick, 
means for feeding coal and water into the screen. wheel for use with the hanger, the latter being arranged Niles, Mich. This trap has a vertical frame carrying:l 

Mining. 

BALING PRESS.- Andrew C. Miller, in such a way that the bearing balls will always be in plunger rod forced downward by a strong spring, and 
Commerce, Mo. This press automatically forces mate- proper place and will not need adj'lstment. The track having at its lower end a crosshead armed with downward
rial into the press box and forces out the formed is light and substantial, preferably pressed from sheet: Iy pointed tines or spears. 'l'he plunger rod with crosS

steel, and put up in sections, so that it may be easily put; head is engaged by a catch when raised or set, and is bales, the operation being easy and rapid and the con- up and taken down. ! thrown by trigger lifted by the mole, who is thereby struction inexpensive. The feed box is arranged at 
right angles to the press box, in which are longitudinal- TOB ACCO CUTTER. -George K. Walker, caught and impaled upon the tines. 
Iy reciprocating plungers actuated alternately by rods Maquon, Ill. This is a cutting machine of simple and 
and a cam mechanism. durable construction in which it is easy to thoroue:hly Designs. 

LOG ROLLING HOOK. - George S. remove gummy or other matter adherine: to the cutting SCARF PIN.-John H. Theberath, New· 
Kaime and Ole Stenerson, Necedah, Wis. This hook blade, so that the machine will always be in good condi- ark, N. J. This pin has for its head a grotesque figure 

permits of convenientJy rolling a log over the ground or tion for its work. Adjustable scrapers are arranged to be 'of a youth having on a silk hat and holding to his lips 
on skids without undue exer tion. The hook is con- readily bronght with more or less force into contact with the head of a cane. 
nected to a draft beam and curves downwardly and for- the opposite faces of the knife blade. 

WASHER. -Thomas J. Park, Rensse-ORE C O N  C E NT R A TOR. - George H. dl 
. . ha dl d DI S H CLEANER.-J acob N. Tinkle· . . . warrUy. there being rearwar Y proJectmg n es, an . . d' I I fits laer, Mo. ThlB washer IB made m a beveled rectangu-Hooper, Hague, N .  Y .  Accordiu2; to this invention the 

sieve has a jigging action and is simultaneously laterally 
reciprocated, the action taking place in water and the 
rleansed minerals being directed to one end of the sieve, 
the refuse material being fed to an overflow at the oppo. 
site end. There is a solid overflow at one end, an outlet 
for washed minerals at the opposite end, and a screen
ing section interposed between the two, there being an 
elevator beneath the screening section for conveying 
away material for further treatment. A further patent, 
granted to the same inventor, provides for the employ
ment of a plunger in connection with the screen, the up
stroke of the plunger creating suction at the screening 
surface, to which the mineral clings and is gradually 
worked to the forward end. The mineral may be drawn 
off or removed by hand while the machine is in ope
ration. 

anti-friction bearing .urfaces within the concave side of pangh, KalkasKa, Mlch. An mner cylin rICa vesse ' lar figure forming a border for a central circular opening. the hook to move with the log as it turns. loosely in an outer one, their walls separated by flanges, 
BOOT OR SHOE -Ernest A Thurston the dishes to be cleansed being placed in the inner ves- TIP FOR QLOTHES TONGS. -Thomas J. 

Placerville, Idaho. A;Cording to thi� invention th� sel, hot or soapy water �oured ove� them, and the vessel Coons, Os�ge City, Kansas. 'I'his tip has an ornamental 
ed e of the upper is turned outward and a metal re-en- revolve� to cause a rapId circulatIOn of water through ?onfiguratlOn of a general V-shape, one me�be� ext�nd-
f 

g 
I' d 't th b ' b t 't d th I passages provided therefor between the two vessels, i mg beyond the other member and termmatme: m a ore€' app le on 1, ere eJng e ween 1 an e 80 e 

a binder, screws passing through the re-enforce and' the drainage being effected by elevating the inner vessel. rounded edge. 
edge of the upper into the sole, The attachment of M U ST A C H E C U R L E R.-William S, HANDLE FOR SPOONS.-George P. Til
the sole to the upper is strong, the boot or shoe being Cooper, Newport, R. I. This device is composed of 

I 
ton, Newburyport, Mass. The obverse and reverse of 

designed to be waterproof and the upper leather pro- three hinged members arranged to be partly or wholly this design each present a number of reed-like members, 
tected from abrasion. opened out or closed. The device is of imple and com- while the top of the handle at the front has a central 

BUCKLE.-David F. Stayman. Muncy, 
Pa. This buckle comprises essentially but two parts. 
so arranged relatively to each other that the buckle will 
be a self-locking one. It comprises two frames, one hav
ing a sliding connection with the other, and both hav-

pact cODstrnction, easHy manIpulated and very durable. plain oval figure with a beaded border. 
It i8 also adapted for the curling of ladies' hair as well NOTE.-Copies of any of the above patents will be 
as for mustache curling or twisting. furnished by Munn & Co., for 25 cents each. Please 

F R U I T HOLDER.- William McAus- send name of the patentee, title of invention, and date 
land, Taunton, Mass. This is a device designed to hold of this paper. 
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